We propose an end-to-end rate-based congestion avoidance scheme for ABR tra c on ATM networks using explicit rate indication to sources. The scheme uses a new congestion detection technique and an O1 switch algorithm to provide high thoughput, low queues, fair operation, quick convergence and a small set of well understood parameters.
Introduction
Congestion occurs in computer networks whenever the total input tra c is greater than the capacity. When congestion occurs, the sources learn about this condition after a time delay and reduce their tra c. Data may be lost during this time delay for the sources to respond. The amount of data that can belost depends on the delay-bandwidth product of the link. The traditional goals of congestion control schemes were to achieve l o w loss, high throughput and low delay.
High speed networks have higher delay-bandwidth products than low speed networks. In particular, the bandwidth has increased, but the propogation delay has remained the same. Hence, more data can be sent and lost before the sources learn about congestion. The problem of congestion is therefore more important in high speed networks HSNs particularly ATM networks 3, 11, 12 Until recently, congestion control has been based on window o w controls eg., in TCP IP. Feedback w as either implicit e.g., via timeouts in TCP IP 4 or explicit but binary e.g., in DECbit 7 or its derivatives. Even the early work on ATM congestion control used a explicit but binary feedback method called Explicit Forward Congestion Indication EFCI" 5 .
However, an advantage of increased bandwidth is that more control information can be sent at the same percentage overhead. Further, HSNs are connection oriented and the network can maintain state about every connection and can calculate the exact rate the sources should send at. The ATM Forum has therefore decided to adopt a explicit rate" approach, where the switches can specify the exact rate for the source in its feedback, instead of a single bit. With accurate feedback, a scheme can achieve quick convergence and fairness without increasing the complexity of switch design. We present one such scheme in this paper, the Ohio State University OSU scheme.
The OSU scheme is named thus because it was a follow on to MIT scheme 1, 2 . This paper provides an overview of the OSU scheme. The scheme is discussed and analysed in greater detail in 9 . In this paper, we rst describe the control cell format, the source, switch and destination algorithms. We then highlight some of the unique features of the OSU scheme which h a v e hence become commonly accepted parts of switch s c hemes or have been adopted by the standard. The simulation section provides a set of simulation results which illustrate the e ciency, fairness and quick convergence of the scheme in LAN and WAN scenarios. Appendix A gives the pseudo-code for the scheme.
The OSU Scheme
The OSU scheme requires sources to monitor their load and send control cells periodically at intervals of T microseconds. These control cells contain source rate information. The switches monitor their own load and use it with the information provided by the control cells to compute a factor by which the source should go up or down. The destination simply returns the control cells to the source, which then adjusts its rate as instructed by the network. This section described the various components of the scheme.
Control Cell Format
The control cell contains the following the elds relevant t o our discussion: 1 Transmission Cell Rate TCR. The TCR is the inverse of the minimum inter-cell transmission time and indicates instantaneous peak load input by the source. 2 O ered Cell Rate OCR. For bursty sources which may not send a cell at every transmission opportunity, TCR is not a goodindication of overall load. Therefore, the average measured load over T interval is indicated in the OCR eld of the control cell. The inter-cell time is computed based on the transmitted cell rate. However, the source may be idle in between the bursts and so the average cell rate is di erent from the transmitted cell rate. This average is called the o ered average cell rate and is also included in the cell. This distinction between TCR and OCR is shown in Figure 1 . Notice that TCR is a control variable like the knob on a faucet while the OCR is a measured quantity like a meter on a pipe. This analogy is shown in Figure 2 . The initialization of TCR and OCR are discussed in Section 2.2.1.
3 Load Adjustment F actor LAF. This eld carries the feedback from the network. At the source, the LAF is initialized to zero. Switches on the path can only increase LAF. Increasing the LAF corresponds to decreasing the allowed source rate. Hence, successive switches only reduce the rate allowed to the source. Thus, the source receives the rate allowed by the bottleneck along the path.
4 Averaging interval AI. The OSU scheme primarily uses measured quantities instead of parameters for control. These quantities are measured at the source eg., OCR and the switch eg., current load level z discussed in section 2.3.1. The measurements are done over intervals called averaging intervals" to smoothen out the variance in these quantities. To ensure coorelation of the measured quantities at the switch and at the source, we require the source averaging intervals to bethe maximum of the averaging interval of the switches along the path. This maximum value is returned in the AI eld. The AI eld is initialized to zero at the source. This is further discussed in Section 2.3.1.
The Source Algorithm
In this section, we discuss the source algorithm which consists of two parts: initializing and sending control cells and reacting to network feedback when these control cells return
Control Cell Sending Algorithm
The sources send a control cell into the network every T microseconds. The source initializes all the elds. The network reads only the OCR, LAF and AI elds and modi es only the LAF and AI elds. The TCR eld is used by the source to calculate the new TCR as discussed in the next section.
LAF and AI are both initialized to zero as discussed in Section 2.1. The OCR eld is initialized to the measured load over the last T microseconds since the sending of the last control cell. As de ned earlier, TCR is the inverse of the inter-cell time while OCR is the measured rate. Consistent with this de nition, we require that OCR in cell TCR in cell.
However, when TCR has just been reduced, the OCR may have a value between the old TCR and current TCR. Hence, we initialize TCR in Control Cell maxfTCR, OCRg
Responding to Network Feedback
The source uses the TCR and the modi ed LAF and AI elds of the returned control cell to calculate its new rate TCR as follows: The source interval T is set to the maximum of the switch averaging intervals in the path which has been returned in the AI eld of the control cell. The method ensures that a switch sees atmost one control cell from every source per switch interval. This point is further explained in Section 2.3.1.
The Switch Algorithm
The switch algorithm consists of two parts: measuring the current load level periodically and calculating the feedback whenever a control cell is received. The feedback calculation consists of an algorithm to achieve e ciency and an algorithm to achieve fairness. The measured value of the current load level is used to decide whether the e ciency or the fairness algorithm is used to calculate feedback.
Measuring The Current Load Level z
The switch measures its current load level, z , as the ratio of its input rate" to its target output rate". The input rate is measured by counting the number of cells received by the switch during a xed averaging interval. The target output rate is set to a fraction close to 100 of the link rate. This fraction, called Target Utilization U , allows high utilization and low queues in steady state. The current load level z is used to detect congestion at the switch and determine an overload or underload condition. The switches on the path have averaging intervals to measure their current load levels z. These averaging intervals are set locally by network managers. A single value of z is assumed to correspond to one OCR value of every source. If two control cells of a source with di erent OCRs are seen in a single interval for one value of z, the above assumption is violated and con icting feedbacks may begiven to the source. So, when feedback is given to the sources the AI eld is set to the maximum of the AI eld in the cell and the switch a v eraging interval:
AI in cell MaxAI in cell, switch averaging interval 2.3.2 Achieving E ciency E ciency is achieved as follows:
The idea is that if all sources divide their rates by LAF, the switch will have z = 1 in the next cycle. In the presence of other bottlenecks, this algorithm converges to z = 1. In fact it reaches a band 1 quickly. This band is identi ed as an e cient operating region.
However, it does not ensure fair allocation of available bandwidth among contending sources. When z = 1, sources may h a v e an unfair distribution of rates.
Achieving Fairness
Our rst goal is to achieve e cient operation. Once the network is operating close to the target utilization, we take steps to achieve fairness. The network manager declares a target utilization band TUB, say, 909 or 81 to 99. When the link utilization is in the TUB, the link is said to beoperating e ciently. The TUB is henceforth expressed in the U1 format, where U is the target utilization and is the half-width of the TUB. For example, 909 is expressed as 901 0:1. Equivalently, the TUB is identi ed when the current load level z lies in the interval 1 .
We also need to count the number of active sources for our algorithm. The number of active sources can be counted in the same averaging interval as that of load measurement. One simple method is to mark a bit in the VC table whenever a cell from a VC is seen. The bits are counted at the end of each averaging interval and are cleared at the beginning of each interval. Alternatively a count variable could beincremented when the bit is changed from zero to one. This count variable and the bits are cleared at the end of the interval.
Given the numberof active sources, a fair share value is computed as follows:
FairShare = Target Cell Rate Numberof Active Sources
Underloading sources are sources that are using bandwidth less than the FairShare and overloading sources are those that are using more than the FairShare. To achieve fairness, we treat underloading and overloading sources di erently. If the current load level is z, the underloading sources are treated as if the load level is z=1 + and the overloading sources We prove i n 9 , 10 that this algorithm guarantees that the system consistently moves towards fair operation. We note that all the switch steps are O1 w.r.t. the numberof VCs.
What Load Level to Use ?
The OCR in the control cell is corelated to z when the control cell enters the switch queue. The value of z may change before the control cell leaves the switch queue. The OCR in the cell at the time of leaving the queue is not necessarily co-related with z. Hence, the above computations are done and feedback give when the control cell enters the queue.
The Destination Algorithm
The destination simply returns all control cells back to the source.
Unique Features of the OSU scheme
In this section, we highlight some of the unique features of the OSU scheme which have become commonly accepted parts of many other schemes. This includes applying the concept of congestion avoidance to rate-based algorithms and the use of input rate instead of queue length for congestion detection. The number of parameters is small and their e ects are well understood.
Congestion Avoidance Figure 3: Throughput and delay v s Load
The OSU scheme is a congestion avoidance scheme. As de ned in 8 , a congestion avoidance scheme is one that keeps the network at high throughput and low delay in the steady state. The system operates at the knee of the throughput delay-curve as shown in Figure 3 .
The OSU scheme keeps the steady state bottleneck link utilization in the target utilization band TUB. The utilization is high and the oscillations are bounded by the TUB. Hence, in spite of oscillations in the TUB, the load on the switch is always less than one. So the switch queues are close to zero resulting in minimum delay t o sources.
Parameters
The OSU scheme requires just three parameters: the switch averaging interval AI , the target link utilization U , and the half-width of the target utilization band .
The target utilization U and the TUB present a few tradeo s. During overload transients, U a ects queue drain rate. Lower U increases drain rate during transients, but reduces utilization in steady state. Further, higher U also constrains the size of the TUB.
A narrow TUB slows down the convergence to fairness since the formula depends on but has smaller oscillations in steady state. A wide TUB results in faster progress towards fairness, but has more oscillations in steady state. We nd that a TUB of 901 0.1 used in our simulations is a goodchoice.
The switch a v eraging interval a ects the stability o f z . Shorter intervals cause more variation in the z and hence more oscillations. Larger intervals cause slow feedback and hence slow progress towards steady state.
Input Rate vs Queue Length for Congestion Detection
The OSU scheme detects congestion by measuring the current load level based on input rate at the switch queue. Many switch schemes use queue length as the congestion indicator. Queue length is commonly used as the congestion indicator in window-based control. We note that in window-based control, the sum of the source windows equals the maximum queue length. However, in rate-based control, the sum of the source rates input rate may begreater than, equal to, or less than the link output rate for any value of queue length. Hence, queue length gives no information about the relation between the current input rate and the ideal rate. Rate-based vs window-based control is further discussed in 6 .
In rate-based control, the ratio of the input and output rates should be less than one for the switch queues to decrease. Our measure z uses this ratio. We aim for z = 1 which guarantees that in steady state, the input rate is smaller than the output rate.
Simulation Results
We use simple con gurations which test e ciency, fairness and speed of convergence. We use the rates of sources, the bottleneck queue lengths and bottleneck link utilization as metrics for our performance evaluation. The distribution of rates shows the fairness between sources. The bottleneck link utilization and queue length complement each other to show the e ciency achieved. The queue length is used as a metric when the link utilization is 100 and the utilization is used as a metric when the queue length is zero. We present only LAN simulations here. A complete set of simulations may be found in 9 . 
Parking Lot
This con guration is popular for studying fairness. The con guration and its name was derived from theatre parking lots, which consist of several parking areas connected via a single exit path. At the end of the show, congestion occurs as cars exiting from each parking area try to join the main exit stream. For computer networks, an n-stage parking lot con guration consists of n switches connected in a series. There are n VCs. The rst VC starts from the rst switch and goes to the end.
For the remaining ith VC starts at the i , 1th switch. All users should get the same throughput regardless of the parking area used. A 3-switch parking lot con guration is shown in Figure 6 . The simulation results are shown in Figure 7 . Notice that all VCs receive the same throughput without any fair queueing. 
Summary
We h a v e developed an end-to-end rate-based congestion avoidance scheme for ABR tra c on ATM networks. The scheme uses a new congestion detection technique and an O1 switch algorithm and achieves the goals of high thoughput, low queues and fair operation with a small set of parameters whose e ects are well understood. A sample set of LAN and WAN simulations are presented.
The OSU scheme has helped shape the tra c management speci cations for the available bit rate service. A n umber of features like congestion avoidance and input rate as the congestion metric have been adoped by other switch schemes.
The scheme, however is not directly compatible with the current ATM Forum Tra c Management standards. The OSU scheme sends control cells every T interval. The is called a time-based approach. The ATM Forum has decided to support a count-based alternative where send control cells after every n data cells. The AI eld is not required with the countbased approach. The ATM Forum also uses only one rate which corresponds to TCR in our control cell format. The OCR eld is not used.
Though it cannot be used directly, its features can be made compatible. We h a v e developed such a scheme called ERICA which is also mentioned in the ATM Tra c Management 4.0 standards yet to be published and will be the subject of our future publications.
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